
…, encased the mattress and boxspring, and literally covered the surfaces with diatomaceous 

earth and cimexa, and have not had a problem. We did sleep downstairs for weeks (no they 

did not follow and whole house was treated with chemicals AND powders.... 

we slept downstairs for two weeks and the first night back (this was 3 weeks ago) we have 

literally 30 babies crawling on the headboard after an hour in the room! It was horrific! 

You can maybe sit your box spring on some milk crates this is so sad 

Get a heat box. What are the chances of it being isolated? With all the treatments you have 

paid for set that bed in a heatbox 

Blow up beds are all i use now after my horror show. I can't sleep knowing bugs might be in 

the bed/frame and i can 100% inspect my blow up bed. 

I've thrown my bed away, and I think I might resort to a blow up bed aswell 

Just heat treat the entire house, get a professional to do it! 

I’ve already paid $2,500 for professional service! 

heat box will run you between $900 and $1000 dollars 

This pic goes to show bed bugs prey on clean people too. I'm sorry       

oh of course, hygeine/sanitation doesnt make a difference. bedbugs dont come out of dirt - Is 

there anything I can buy that will kill the bedbugs that will not harm my pets? roaches are 

more wat u would find in that case. bedbugs doesnt mean dirty and dirty doesnt mean 

bedbugs. only difrence is clutter/dirt would only make it easier , for bedbug to find places to 

hide + avoid attention 

They were steamed multiple times. In total there were about 6 adults the first time that came 

out with steam. The treatments since non have emerged. 

did you have a professional steam it? 

but I agree they can be litres in the walls and you can’t get those ones. For ppl living in 

apartments/condos and hotels, this is the breaker 

No, but I purchased a professional steamer and they had a video that I watched. 

 

 

I had the same problem. All we did was pull it apart and wrap it plastic. Then we left it in a 

storage unit for about a month and when we put it back it didn’t have anything. And we’ve 

never had a bed bug problem since then! 

how long had it been since you did this plastic and storage? 

Im going on two years at the end of this month bed bug free with the same bed frame and 

dressers I had. I didn’t mention I moved apartments though. That’s why I moved my furniture 

to the storage unit for a month. I didn’t want the bed bugs coming with me to my new place. 

 

 
Persil laundry soap kills on contact maybe put some In a spray bottle and Spray every where 

then put de powder are the matress and box spring encased . Also put the leg posts in large 



containers with de powder inside them and move bed from wall . Persil laundry soap also kills 

eggs: 

Lightly dust the end tables with de powder and baseboards? I had bed bugs and got rid of 

them all on my own 

 

 If the post are hollow - just put tape over the entrances to the posts. Cut a slit in the bedspring 

and backfill the pipe to the vacuum cleaner with DE and blow it into the box spring (this is 

where most bedbugs hide) How many do you find and how do they react? Also you can get 

some good tape… I’ve had some success with DE along the perimeter of my bed mattress 

(sides) and spraying with alcohol on the boards, as well as Hydrogen peroxide on the sheets 

and pillows nightly. However it’s also because my child is not in school and bringing them 

back. Also the neighbours aren’t tracking their bugs through the building as per usual due to 

corona .. if any are getting in they are getting attacked with these methods. I keep DE around 

the perimeter of the floor/wall areas too. I’m a little concerned about the DE in terms of 

breathing it in but nothing worse than bedbugs 

Oh and also cleaning Up my diet maybe. But definitely eating things they don’t like such as 

lots of apple cider vinegar, garlic, oregano, cayenne, ginger, tumeric.; 

So you are in a building with other tenants? If that is the case then they can easily go from 

tenant to tenant - the entire building needs treating and strategy to get rid of them. You can 

take steps in your part of the building but you will never get rid of them for good with other 

tenants not doing anything. 

 

 

So I'd like to start off by saying that I'm hoping all of you are holding up ok being on 

quarentine.. I know it's stressful. Second I'd like to welcome all new members and hope that 

you find this group helpful in anyway. I'm thinking about doing a Q&A segment via live.. and 

just talk about ANYTHING that is on your mind. I'll let you know as soon as I can set it up. 

 

Here you go. Eco-friendly. Kills bed bugs on contact.     money back guarantee. Full 

disclosure. I’m an owner. 

 

Crossfire poison is pretty harmless once dry 

Eco raider bed bug killer. Has really good reviews on Amazon. I bought it just incase I had 

bed bugs I’m using it for my carpet beetle problem. The reason I decided on using this is 

because I have pet birds and it actually says on the bottle Child, pets, bird and fish friendly. 

What is the best way to dispose of a bedframe so that the bugs don't "fall out" of the cracks as 



you're taking it through the house? The smell does dissipate after a while. I sprayed 

everything. 


